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Antike Kritik an der Stoa
Lateinisch - griechisch - deutsch

Since 1923 the Sammlung Tusculum has published authoritative editions of Greek and
Latin works together with a German translation. The original texts are comprehensively
annotated, and feature an introductory chapter. In the new volumes, additional essays
delve into specific aspects of the works, illuminating their historical context and reception
to the present day. The high academic quality of the new editions together with clearly
written essays and annotations make the Sammlung Tusculum essential reading for
students who are discovering an ancient author for the first time as well as professional
scholars who would like to gain a deeper understanding of specific aspects of a given
work. Moreover, the series is ideal for lay readers who would like to engage with antiquity
through a reliable German translation. The series contains over 270 titles, available in
print and eBook editions, making previously out-of-print titles and rarities available again
for the first time. In order to celebrate the 90th anniversary of the series, De Gruyter is
proud to present Tusculum Online, an eBook package which contains all titles that
appeared between 1923 and 2013 – a fitting tribute to an important part of German
publishing history. For more information, please see www.degruyter.com/tusculum

Diese Ausgabe sammelt Zeugnisse der antiken Polemik gegen die Stoa - eine Lehre,
deren Vertreter bis in die Spätantike hinein aufgrund ihrer rigiden Vorstellungen immer
wieder Anlass zu einer Auseinandersetzung mit ihrem Welt- und Menschenbild boten. Die
ausgewählten Texte werden einem skeptisch-antidogmatischen, einem innerstoisch-
selbstkritischen, einem satirisch-parodistischen, einem ablehnend-polemischen, einem
kritisch-distanzierten oder einem feuilletonistischen Ansatz zugeordnet.
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